Cloud of Witnesses subpoenaed

Return to window sanctuaries uncertain; Couple House concerned

Leap Year Pull stumbles

Gregory Kalendar
Snow-Hunter

It has been over three weeks since their loss, and the wounds of the Leap Year Pull have still not healed. While Even Year and Odd Year have received much of the spotlight over past 110 years, Leap Year has focused its efforts. These Biblical figures form the Cloud of Witnesses, a ragtag band of Gospel go-getters and Scriptural heroes who inhabit the stair glass windows of Dimented Chapel.

On Friday, Oct. 26, Taupe College spokesman, BassPharynx VandenHein, announced that the Dimented Chapel Cloud of Witnesses (CoW) have been subpoenaed by the Dijon based Good, Goeder, and Goedest, Attorneys-at-Law.

Hans Goedest, senior attorney at Good, Goeder, and Goedest, claims that the CoW witnessed the theft of Bibles from the pews of the Dimented Chapel many years ago. "It's mostly a two team battle." Goedest said. "We tried it one year, and then we realized that cut off waters, because they make us look bad, but not as bad as these stupid mos- hawks," said Puller Kenneth BassPharynx.

"Sometimes I feel like we're team Ralph Nader going up against the Democrats or Republicans," said James Westphal ('08). "For now we must simply trust that our students have the brains to just say no," President Dean Freeze said.

"It should be the responsibility of the CoW to provide for Taupes nutritional Biblical texts that have been blessed by me with holy water that floweth from the secret fountain that lies underneath the Chapel," Jöhannson said.

Goedest argues that on the night of April 1, 2004, a band of thieves went into Dimented Chapel and proceeded to make off with 2,000 copies of the NIV Holy Bible. "They completely ransacked the place, cleared it out. How anyone can make off with all of the books and not be seen is beyond me," Goedest said. According to a Taupe College official who spoke on condition of only print- ing his nickname, BassPharynx, one member of CoW came forth after years of silence. "I won't say who it was, but I also won't rule out Samuel," said BassPharynx.

"I wish I could take these students back in time to reverse the damage they’ve done to themselves," Dean冻结 said. "For now we’ve just got to help them as best we can," Doctor Brown of the ER said.

Oxygen addiction has grown to a record high on the Taupe College campus. The drug causes a euphoric, energized feeling often leading to uncontrollable laughter and in worst cases, chronic uncontrollable laughter. Disturbances were first noticed during chapel, with students laughing at inappropriate times. "Through the years there have been a few isolated cases of oxygen overdose, but Taupe College has never had a problem of these proportions," Dean Freeze said. Many Taupe College students have been rushed to Dijon Hospital. "I wish I could take these students back in time to reverse the damage they’ve done to themselves. For now we’ve just got to help them as best we can," Doctor Brown of the ER said.

"The Ranchor publishes a memorial for Taupe’s fallen fav rodent."
**President Tree vetoes CCHIP**

The Rancho

President Tree – the president who has spent taxpayers’ money the most liberally of any executive in 40 years – vetoed our bill based on the laughable claim that he is fiscally responsible." Sen. Majority Leader Berry Cat-Tail said. "The Democratically controlled Congress, after failing to override Tree’s veto, is expected to attempt to come up with a recipe for success on the CCHIP bill. This will likely mean that they will attempt to come up with enough concessions to Republicans to overcome Tree’s likely veto of the reformulated bill. Some members of Congress are already beginning to believe that it is a lost cause. Congressman Chip Keebler (D-Nabisco) finds it unlikely that Tree will be able to put together any compromise that will be acceptable to either the president or a veto-proof majority of both houses.

Those Republicans continue to suggest that this bill would create a system of socialized cookie distribution," Keebler said. "We need to find a plan that we can pass sooner rather than later. We will not necessarily get everything we want, but that is how the cookie crumbles.”

Donkeys fight over spot on running team

The H. Dean High School cross country team will face tough competition on Saturday at the prestigious national cross country race. The Donkeys are expected to beat the Elephant from M. Duncan High School; however, recent infighting as a result of team selection could hurt HDHS.

The meet is known for the squabbles, Donkeys’ Coach Howie moved Santa Fe into the number two spot and Cell Umbria into the number four spot.

"I’ve always been Des Moines’s go-to guy," said Chester, "Mr. To have the top place in the line-up. I deserve to be in that spot. It’s completely unfair that Coach Howie has tried to put others in front of me.”

In an attempt to gain what they feel is their deserved attention from this year’s scouts, both Talla Haase and Lan Sing have forced themselves into the top of the HDHS line up. Haase was the first of the 50-man team to try and jump up in the der for the meet, despite Coach Howie’s warnings.

"Unfortunately, I’m going to have to bench Haase when it comes time for the meet," Howie said. “If he changes his mind, I’ll let him run, but until he accepts that perhaps he’s just not fast enough to be in our top 4, I’m going to have to penalize him for this flagrant violation of our rules.”

In response to his coach’s decision, Haase has filed suit against H. Dean High School in an attempt to get Coach Howie to recognize his athletic ability and right to participate in the race. Sinj jumped up behind Moines despite Howie’s re- action to Haase’s actions.

I have a right to have the scouts see me and talk about my abilities as well as my weaknesses. This is a great opportunity for me,” Sinj said. "We will not necessarily get everything we want, but that is how the cookie crumbles.”
He came: Democrats fail prediction

Poll: Voters want more presidential candidate stereotypes

Public confused by lack of easy choices; longs for good ol’ days of ‘Viagra guy’

Kirk Cameron
Ph. D Candidate

According to a new Confederated Press poll, over 55 percent of Americans say there are not enough candidate stereotypes to make an informed choice in the upcoming presidential election.

“It’s just too hard to understand candidates who have depth and nuance,” said Lay Z. Voter. “Give me someone easy to follow and they’ll have a guaranteed vote from me.”

With primaries earlier than ever in 2008, Democrats quickly dubbed John Edwards the haircut guy, Dennis Kucinich the munchkin candidate, and Bill Richard- son the forgotten Democrat. People need something to remember a candidate by, like a catch phrase. Policies just don’t do it,” said Manny Grubber, a political strategist.

The Republican field has been much slower to join the naming contest. Political observers have noted the lack of words that rhyme with Iraq as one prominent factor.

“Rhyming has always been key for Republicans ever since I Like Ike,” said political scientist Dr. A. C. Demic. “The Iraq situation has certainly hampered their creativity.”

Simple candidate classifications are not a new phenomenon. In the days before mass media, presidential campaigns carefully crafted an easy-to-remember moniker for their candidates. Successful slogans such as “Tippecanoe and Tyler Too” propelled candidates to victory, while failed slogans like “Grover Cleveland: A Muppet for the Rest of Us” doomed their candidates to failure.

In an informal street poll, candidate stereotypes were prevalent. “I remember Ross Perot,” said one pedestrian. “He was the biggest name ever to come to the ranch.”

Successful slogans such as “Tippecanoe and Tyler Too” propelled candidates to victory, while failed slogans like “Grover Cleveland: A Muppet for the Rest of Us” doomed their candidates to failure.

One potential conservative voter had similar thoughts. “This election, I know there’s the Mormon guy, that Arkansas guy, the Law and Order guy, and the 9/11 guy, but who am I supposed to choose?”

With the election just 13 months away, it’s a question that will soon have an answer.
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“It’s just too hard to understand candidates who have depth and nuance,” said Lay Z. Voter. “Give me someone easy to follow and they’ll have a guaranteed vote from me.”

With primaries earlier than ever in 2008, Democrats quickly dubbed John Edwards the haircut guy, Dennis Kucinich the munchkin candidate, and Bill Richardson the forgotten Democrat. People need something to remember a candidate by, like a catch phrase. Policies just don’t do it,” said Manny Grubber, a political strategist.
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According to a new Confederated Press poll, over 55 percent of Americans say there are not enough candidate stereotypes to make an informed choice in the upcoming presidential election.

“It’s just too hard to understand candidates who have depth and nuance,” said Lay Z. Voter. “Give me someone easy to follow and they’ll have a guaranteed vote from me.”

With primaries earlier than ever in 2008, Democrats quickly dubbed John Edwards the haircut guy, Dennis Kucinich the munchkin candidate, and Bill Richardson the forgotten Democrat. People need something to remember a candidate by, like a catch phrase. Policies just don’t do it,” said Manny Grubber, a political strategist.

The Republican field has been much slower to join the naming contest. Political observers have noted the lack of words that rhyme with Iraq as one prominent factor.

“Rhyming has always been key for Republicans ever since I Like Ike,” said political scientist Dr. A. C. Demic. “The Iraq situation has certainly hampered their creativity.”

Simple candidate classifications are not a new phenomenon. In the days before mass media, presidential campaigns carefully crafted an easy-to-remember moniker for their candidates. Successful slogans such as “Tippecanoe and Tyler Too” propelled candidates to victory, while failed slogans like “Grover Cleveland: A Muppet for the Rest of Us” doomed their candidates to failure.

In an informal street poll, candidate stereotypes were prevalent. “I remember Ross Perot,” said one pedestrian. “He was the big
cared candidate. And Bob Dole, he was the Viagra candidate.”

One potential conservative voter had similar thoughts. “This election, I know there’s the Mormon guy, that Arkansas guy, the Law and Order guy, and the 9/11 guy, but who am I supposed to choose?”

With the election just 13 months away, it’s a question that will soon have an answer.
Graves Hall renovation delayed again
Administration vague on circumstance; students left to connect the dots themselves

Tip for this page: pick up your writing utensil at the stars!

Turn in your completed connect-the-dots to the Anchor office (MMC 151) and we’ll hang it up in our window! Also, if you find all 16 hidden presidential candidates and submit your copy of the paper (with the candidates circled) to the Anchor office, you can win candy from our candy bowl!
Remembering the Squabbit

May 5, 2004 thru Sept 20, 2007

The Squabbit died last week in a tragic automobile accident. The Squabbit, a rare and unique mix of the rabbit and squirrel species, was chased into the street where it was run over by the car of a distracted Taupe College cheerleader, who will remain unnamed. Onlookers were horrified, and many returned the next day leaving acorn bouquets in his memory.

The Squabbit lived a long and very full life on Taupe’s campus. He was known by many as the “The New Hybrid,” and spent much of his time relaxing outside the Wod Health Center. His favorite pasttime was to be chased by students, giving said students much-needed exercise.

There are many theories about why the Squabbit is without a tail. Some say he was the byproduct of a biology experiment gone wrong, while others claim the Eefrud boys burned his tail to bits. Still others guess the Squabbit lost his tail in much the same way as he died – by being run over by a car.

The Squabbit leaves behind a single child, Squabbito, who will surely carry on the duties for which our dearest Squabbit will forever be remembered: hunting acorns, hiding in bushes and hippity-hopping across campus. May the Squabbit rest in peace.
WHAT IS missing?

Gifts to the Hope Fund help the college do things like purchase equipment for Hope’s athletics teams. Tuition and fees cover about 76% of what it costs to run Hope College. Gifts to the Hope Fund from over 9,000 alumni, parents, and friends help make up the difference. Call now and we’ll throw in a free gift certificate.*

Don’t delay! Call today!

Nov. 2-3 Parents Weekend Bonus! Hope students* dining with parents receive free $10 TM gift certificate. (*must show valid Hope ID) till midnight

Distinctive dining for any occasion.

White linen casual lunch and dinner in our dining room, or relax in our café, deli and wine bar.

Spending sleepless nights grappling with the meaning of life?

Tired of clichés cluttering ethical disputes?

Hope that all sports aren’t declining to the level of WBF?

Wonder how thought and emotion are intertwined, something more?

2008 election giving you an itch only good hard thinking can scratch?

Register for a Spring Semester Philosophy Course!

TEAM DUMEZ has the Scooter to meet your needs

Visit us at:
1128 Ottawa Beach Rd.
616-399-0715
616-566-4316
ECONOMICAL AFFORDABLE
starting at $899

Baby for sale. Call now and we’ll throw in a free watermelon. Don’t delay! Call today!

Mystery of Kooc revealed

Kooc Dining Hall’s food found to truly be better than Splehp’s

Kiley Barnard

Kooc Dining Hall’s food found to truly be better than Splehp’s. But Kooc is about much more than chandeliers and duke l’orange. It’s about community.

"Kooc has a more intimate feel," said Sara Bradshaw (’09), putting out her long-stemmed cigarette. "It’s smaller and every- one knows everyone else. When I have to go to Splehp on the week-ends, I just don’t get the same feeling. And there aren’t any crystal goblets at Splehp either.

So underclassmen can look forward to their late college ca- reers with confidence. When they have enough credits, they too can enjoy the stuffed pheasant and champagne fountains that give Kooc its rightful reputation.

Existentilism

Modern Political Thought

Sports Ethics

20th Century Ethics

Philosophy of Mind

"Yo, these feisty ladies are keepin’ it real," said the Girl’s record producer Dr. Dre. "We jus’ went into the studio and laid down some mad tracks. Them girlz know how to rap.

After listening to the Snoop Dogg-inspired album Grammy style, I could tell that Bette White wasn’t kid- ding around when she said she knew what it meant to be "gangsta." "Dem boyz in da hood! They look at me like they should!’Cuz I’m a $*&!%* Gangsta!’

Golden Girls reunited

Judge Joni

This is my courtroom

“Raunchy and explicit” (Vibe Magazine)

“Insane gangsta rap” (Bet)

“Aggressive, provocative, and confrontational” (Diddy).

After 15 years of lying low, the Golden Girls are making a comeback. This time, they’re trading in their shoulder-padded blazers for back-baring sequined mini dress- es, their high-wasted khakis for hot pants and their feathered gray hair for long brown and blonde Beyoncé-esque extensions.

“Yo, these feisty ladies are keepin’ it real,” said the Girl’s record producer Dr. Dre. “We jus’ went into the studio and laid down some mad tracks. Them girlz know how to rap.”

After listening to the Snoop Dogg-inspired album Grammy style, I could tell that Bette White wasn’t kid- ding around when she said she knew what it meant to be “gangsta.” “Dem boyz in da hood! They look at me like they should! ‘Cuz I’m a $*&!%* Gangsta!” Their first single, “In Da Hood,” just knocked “Crank That (Soulja Boy)” off the number one spot on the Top 40 Charts this week and is the most requested song at most Los Angeles night- clubs.

"Yo, these feisty ladies are keepin’ it real” – Dr. Dre

Golden Girls record Producer

BON APPETIT— Kooc Dining Hall caters to the need of Taupe’s cultured upperclassmen. Students can enjoy house specialties such as duck l’orange and stuffed pheasant.

BORN APPETIT— Kooc Dining Hall caters to the need of Taupe’s cultured upperclassmen. Students can enjoy house specialties such as duck l’orange and stuffed pheasant.

Mystery of Kooc revealed

Kooc Dining Hall’s food found to truly be better than Splehp’s.
We were on our way to Jackson to meet my parents at Chili’s when I popped the question: “All I ever really wanted in life is a giant landscaping rock. Is that all you ever really wanted too?” She laughed, called me an indecent name, and handed me the WWJD bracelet I had given her for our second week anniversary. We drove through Burger King on the way back to campus, where I dropped her off outside of Dykstra. I went back to my room and pulled out my secret stash of maps from under my mattress. I studied the centerfold of Lawn Rock Quarterly for days. Let’s change a lot since then, though. I know now that it’s important to have other aspirations. You can’t pull all your eggs in one basket before you count them.

In any instance, I love La Quinta Inn Shampoo. I go out of my way to stay at La Quinta every couple of months so I can stock up. Also, if candles were legal in campus housing, I would have a dozen citronella lamps hanging 24/7, because I can’t get enough of that smell! I’m thinking about developing it into a cologne.

Yes sir, I’m a 3-dimensional man. And my mom says any one who thinks differently probably didn’t deserve one or two of those dimensions in the first place.

Anyways, like I was saying, I didn’t come here to find a wife. I came here so I can get an upper management position at some hamburger joint so I can afford a big rock for my lawn. In Jesus’ name, Amen!

Are you 17-25 and have a fetish for stone lawn alices, must repellent or budget inn shampoo? Email Thor at theirbridgewater@hope.edu.

For my sanity, I have to make a confession. I didn’t come to college to get an education. Or an even bother? I should just quit The Ranchor and move to Fiji. And I did come to college to get an education. Or a wife. Or even a house. Because really, all I’ve ever wanted was a giant rock in a lawn that I can mow around. One that will have all the neighbors talking to their spouses before they climb under the covers. “Oh, honey, did you see Thor’s new rock? Maybe we should get one.”

Isn’t that what we all want?

I know the answer to that question—that’s why my last girlfriend broke up with me. And after a month and a half of courtship! We were practically married. Stumbleweeds

Thor R. Bridgewater

The Rancher is a production of student effort and is funded through the students of Taup College funding which comes through the Taup College Student Congress Appropriations Committee. Are you still reading? Don’t think so. That means I can say whatever I want to you. Our goal is to be funny, witty and satirical. Whether or not we have succeeded, The Rancher is a big fat joke. If you think this is real stuff, please call the Rancher and we will give you a website. We are not real, and any similarity to real life people is all in good fun. Despite the humorous nature of all stories and photos, all advertisements are authentic.

The Rancher is a production of student effort and is funded through the students of Taup College funding which comes through the Taup College Student Congress Appropriations Committee. Are you still reading? Don’t think so. That means I can say whatever I want to you. Our goal is to be funny, witty and satirical. Whether or not we have succeeded, The Rancher is a big fat joke. If you think this is real stuff, please call the Rancher and we will give you a website. We are not real, and any similarity to real life people is all in good fun. Despite the humorous nature of all stories and photos, all advertisements are authentic.
Campus Ministry team at the Couple House, apprehending the thieves is the least of their worries. KittieKat Sundialalalalajan, a Taupe College chaplain, emphasized that they have a plan to replace the Bibles in Dimented Chapel.

“My boss T.D. (Jöhannson) spoke to us about this at our daily prayer meeting,” Sundialalalajan said. “We are going to pray really hard, knowing that God will provide food for his children.”

At press time, God had answered that prayer. On Oct. 31, the DeFloss family announced that they have procured a donation of 2,000 new leather bound NIV plus Massage translation Bibles.

“Mmmm…” said Jöhannson, “I love the taste of leather.”

OctOber 31, 2007

Did you know?

...interlibrary Loan lets you borrow materials from all over the United States?

- journal articles
- books
- musical scores
- and much, much more!

Thank you for reading The Ranchor!

The majority of the team, however, is content to run as a pack following the first four, as they feel it allows them to run their best.

“Sure I’d like lots of attention, who wouldn’t?” Bis Mark said. “But it’s easier to run with the pack and just follow the rules.”

Sing disagrees. In his move up the line-up, Sing is sacrificing his chances of running well in the upcoming meet. He feels that Moines and Chester have been on top for too long.

“The rules need to be rewritten when they favor a couple students over the others,” Sing said.

Not all of the student runners understand the need to be first. Hel Ena and Pier Re have traditionally brought up the rear of the Donkey team.

“I don’t understand this push to be first,” Ena said. “I think it’ll just result in poor choices and help the Elephants win.”

Cloud of Witnesses subpoenaed

“Holistic support is our motto,” said moraler Veronica Cornerstone (’11).

The pull itself was filled with the familiar chants of Even Year, Odd Year, and Leap Year. As other teams spoke of ‘ripping rope’, freshman Leap Year puller Richard Tamland focused on “yanking yards.” With their roaring voices, Leap Year moralers proclaimed their chant of “Idle for 3, attack on the 4th.” Sadly, the wild war cries of Leap Year could not sustain their battle of endurance, for Leap Year lost by 10.05 meters, a historical blowout. “Let’s face it,” said coach Westphalt, “this was not our year, but I can garan’teed that 2008 will be the year that we ‘LEAP’ ahead of the teams that put too much time into this thing. It’s fate, it has to happen.”
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“I don’t understand this push to be first,” said coach Westphalt. “This was not our year, but I can garan’teed that 2008 will be the year that we ‘LEAP’ ahead of the teams that put too much time into this thing. It’s fate, it has to happen.”
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[Illustration of a cloud of witnesses being subpoenaed]

Thank you for reading The Ranchor!